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The Unknown Known In The Unknown Known, award-winning documentarian
Errol Morris turns his camera on the career of Donald Rumsfeld, who served in
numerous executive positions throughout his career in Washington, D.C., but
most famously as Secretary of Defense in the first decade of the 21st century.
During his tenure at that job, he helped orchestrate the Iraq War, and became a
controversial figure for many of the things that transpired under his watch.
Morris uses his typical stylized approach -- including first-hand interviews with
Rumsfeld himself and a wealth of archival footage to delineate how his
subject's public statements and private actions did not always reconcile. Fox
The Class of 92 The official story of the team of Beckham, Giggs, Scholes, and
Neville that revolutionized Manchester United In May 1992, Fergie's Fledglings
won the FA Youth Cup for the first time since the era of George Best—more
than a generation. David Beckham, Nicky Butt, Ryan Giggs, Gary Neville, and
Paul Scholes were all part of United's youth set-up in 1992; by 2011, they had
won 42 league title medals between them and all of them played a key role in
United's famous Treble-winning side of 1999. Their achievements will surely
never be matched. On the 20th anniversary of their win, this incredible story
reveals how sometimes dreams really do come true. Universal
Joy Ride 3 Roadkill Rusty Nail is back on the road again looking to punish
injustice at every turn - and this time it's with a group of hotheaded street
racers on their way to the Road Rally 1000. As they drive through a desolate
shortcut on the way to the race, an encounter with Rusty turns sour and soon
he is tracking, teasing and torturing them until the end of the road. Stars
Kirsten Prout, Ben Hollingsworth, Dean Armstrong. Fox
Some Velvet Morning Misanthropic indie auteur Neil LaBute wades the
treacherous waters of male/female relationships yet again with this story of a
man named Fred (Stanley Tucci) who reappears in the life of young and
beautiful Velvet (Alice Eve) unannounced following a four-year absence.
Subsequently, the more Fred reveals about his reasons for leaving in the first
place, the greater the tensions between he and Velvet grow until exploding
into a thermonuclear game of he said/she said. Cinedigm
Secrets of the Third Reich Hitler's Madness Was Hitler’s personal physician,
Theodor Morell, actually a double agent assigned to kill his boss or was he
simply a quack? And did his highly suspicious medical treatments actually
contribute to the mad dictator’s extreme behavior? Join us as we investigate
recently discovered medical records that reveal tantalizing evidence about
Hitler and the controversial doctor he entrusted with his life. Interviews with
medical experts and war historians shed light on Adolf Hitler’s health, and
what bearing it had on his military and political decisions. Hitler's General
Erwin Rommel was Hitler’s favorite general, a military magician and the
German Army's idol. He was also a morally conflicted high-ranking member of
the Nazi Party, often refusing to carry out extreme orders and ultimately
supporting an assassination plot against the Führer. Witness the sensational
rise and fall of the Desert Fox, from the battle victories in France and North
Africa that lifted him to prominence to the fallout in the waning months of the
war to the final decision he made to protect his family’s honor and his legacy.
The Ghost of U-513 On July 19, 1943, the pride of the wolfpacks, German sub
U-513, became a tomb for all but seven of her crew after being bombed by a
U.S. patrol plane. The stricken U-boat quickly vanished under the waves off the
South American coast, where it remained lost for more than 68 years. Witness
her story, along with the 1,100 other U-boats that prowled the seas during
World War II and sent scores of sailors and ships to their deaths. Then follow
the Brazilian entrepreneur who made it his mission to find this ghost ship and
discover her secrets buried at sea. Deadly Missions A kidnapping that led to an
unlikely friendship. A Nazi captain more concerned with photo ops than the
war effort. A failed assassination attempt that ultimately worked, thanks to a
tiny microbe. These are just some of the deadly missions carried out in the
shadows of World War II. Join us as we lift the veil on these little known secret
operations and reveal the intriguing stories behind them, brought to life
through dramatic recreations, rare archival footage, and interviews with war
historians, a German special forces veteran, and more. Inception
Neverlake On a trip home to visit her father, Jenny is thrown into a world of
mystery, horror and legend when she is called upon by 3000 year old spirits of
the Neverlake to help return their lost artifacts and save the lives of missing
children. Stars Daisy Keeping, David Brandon, Joy Tanner. Uncorked
Hitler and the Nazis From the signing of the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 to the
hanging docks at Nuremburg in 1947, this uncompromising documentary
follows Adolf Hitler's cunning and ruthless quest to take over Germany, his
brainwashing of Germany's young people, his insane dreams of Jewish
genocide, his creation of one of the world's most feared military forces, and his
pursuit of global domination. Including interviews by eye-witnesses of the
takeover of France, the invasion at Normandy, the death camps of
Auschwitz-Birkenau, the military failure at Stalingrad, and the fall of Berlin,
Hitler & The Nazis is the true story of the rise and fall of a hate-fueled and
manipulative madman, and those who faithfully followed him. This chilling
documentary tells the story of dictator Adolf Hitler, beginning with World War I
and its effect on both Hitler and Germany as a whole, eventually leading to the
tyrant's brutal seizing of power with the rise of the Third Reich. Cinedigm
Strawberry Shortcake: Fun Under The Sun Catch a ray with Strawberry
Shortcake and her berry best pals as they have a whole lot of Fun Under the
Sun! There's always something to do and see when the weather's summery
sweet, but when misunderstandings happen, things can quickly turn gloomy.
Luckily, Strawberry knows how make every day like a vacation and the girls
soon learn some very important lessons about perseverance and working
together. Fox
The Right Kind of Wrong Leo Palamino is a failed-writer-turned-dishwasher
made famous for his many flaws and shortcomings in a blog called "Why You
Suck," a huge Internet success written by his ex-wife. Then Leo meets Colette,
the girl of his dreams... on the day she is marrying the perfect man. And so, the
ultimate underdog story begins as Leo, a fearless dreamer, risks all to show
Colette and the whole wide world all that is right with a man famous for being
wrong. Magnolia
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Ragamuffin This film is based on the life of Rich Mullins, a musical prodigy who
rose to Christian music fame and fortune only to walk away and live on a
Navajo reservation. An artistic genius, raised on a tree farm in Indiana by a
callous father, Rich wrestled all of his life with the brokenness and crippling
insecurity born of his childhood. A lover of Jesus and rebel in the church, Rich
refused to let his struggles with his own darkness tear him away from a God he
was determined to love. As he struggled with success in Nashville and
depression in Wichita, Rich desired most of all to live a life of honest and
reckless faith amid a culture of religion and conformity. Michael Koch, David
Leo Shultz, and Wolfgang Bodison star in this film directed by David Leo
Schultz. Millennium
Teen Wolf Sesaon 3 Part 2 Four months after the events that nearly ended
Jackson's life and resurrected Peter Hale's, teen wolf Scott McCall and his
friends begin their junior year of high school unaware that a new threat has
arrived in Beacon Hills: A pack of Alpha werewolves intent on bringing Derek
into their fold, while destroying his young pack. MGM
Masters of Sex Season One The lives of sex researchers William Masters and
Virginia Johnson are depicted in this critically acclaimed drama. Season 1
begins with Masters (Michael Sheen), a successful OB/GYN at St. Louis'
Washington University, conducting a secret study of human sexuality. Soon, he
meets Virginia Johnson (Lizzy Caplan), a former nightclub singer who is now
part of the hospital secretarial staff. He enlists her help with his study, and she
quickly proves to be an asset to Masters' work. Together, they delve deeper than
anyone before them into the science of sex and later become participants in
their own research, which takes an unforeseen toll on Masters' married life.
Sony
No Vacancy Christina Ricci stars in this comedy set within the walls of LA's
seedy Pink Motel, home to a parade of down-and-out, eccentric characters; as
Lillian, she encounters all of them in a string of comic vignettes. Though
engaged to her disreputable boyfriend, Lillian wakes up next to a man she
doesn't recognize, and while she tries to work things out, the guy next door
won't stop playing his violin. One by one, she has to deal with the New Age
guru down the hall, a couple of drug addicts and the women they've hired, the
prostitutes' pimp (Robert Wagner), and the other sundry characters who've
found their way there. This surreal romp through the underbelly of America is
an exploration of the unseen desperation and hilarity that exists on the fringes
of society. Lionsgate
Ghost of Goodnight Lane The line between film-making and reality blurs
when a resentful ghost takes over a film production office... In a Dallas film
studio the actors and crew of a horror film become the victims of their own
bloody horror story. One by one, they are killed off by a vengeful ghost who
seems to be re-enacting some of the scariest moments in the history of film. As
the director and his pretty actresses begin to piece together a forty year old
puzzle, it may be too late for them all. The key to their freedom is held by a
creepy old woman who reveals a murder mystery with a shocking and sinister
twist. "A horror film fan's dream...an homage to the greatest kills in the genre.
Inception
Vendetta When dishonorably discharged, former special ops interrogation
officer Jimmy Vickers (Danny Dyer) learns his parents have been mercilessly
slaughtered after an attempted robbery gone wrong, he sets out to exact
revenge on his parents' killers. Using his military training, he tracks down the
gang responsible and administers his own chillingly brutal justice.Now, Vickers
must stay two steps ahead of the police who are closing in on the case. With his
old, military unit also on his trail, he must evade capture long enough to
complete his gruesome crusade. Inception
Visitors Thirty years after Koyaanisqatsi, Godfrey Reggio–with the support of
Philip Glass and Jon Kane–once again leapfrogs over earth-bound filmmakers
and creates another stunning, wordless portrait of modern life. Presented by
Steven Soderbergh in Black and White digital 4K projection, "Visitors" reveals
humanity’s trancelike relationship with technology, which, when
commandeered by extreme emotional states, produces massive effects far
beyond the human species. The film is visceral, offering the audience an
experience beyond information about the moment in which we live. Comprised
of only seventy-four shots, "Visitors" takes viewers on a journey to the moon
and back to confront them with themselves. Cinedigm
The Trials of Cate McCall In order to be reinstated to the bar and regain
custody of her daughter, hotshot lawyer Cate McCall (Kate Beckinsale) - sober,
in recovery and on probation - reluctantly takes on the appeal of a woman who
claims she was wrongfully convicted of murder. Indifference soon gives way to
determination as she uncovers a web of deceit and corruption that extends to
the most powerful echelons of the police department. It's her word against
theirs and she may not live to tell the story. A gritty, suspense-filled thriller with
an all-star cast, also including Nick Nolte, James Cromwell, Clancy Brown, Anna
Anissimova, Kathy Baker and Mark Pellegrino. Vertical
Midrange Fresh off a stellar collegiate basketball career, aspiring professional
basketball star, Damon Sharp, returns to his hometown in Chicago quickly to
discover a more challenging game off the court. His former life and old bad
habits abruptly challenge his newfound faith in God. Damon's dreams of
playing pro ball hang in the balance while he faces the circling demons of his
past, which are being beckoned by his brother Darrin, who's on a fast track to
jail. Devastated by some news, temptation gets the better of Damon, weakness
takes root and the downward spiraling ensues. Moving back into his childhood
home unveils his mother's severe depression and his brother's growing
penchant for trouble despite being a single dad, exposing his young nephew's
vulnerability. An intimate portrait of the two brothers emerges when they are
suddenly forced to re-examine their lives, loyalty, love and their own limitations.
Ultimately the choices they make reveal their true character when one of them
takes a shot in life that will set the course for everyone's life forever. Cinedigm

